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At the State University of New York College of Technology at Delhi, programs
range from welding and carpentry to hospitality management, CADD, and
nursing. Individual Studies is the most popular major, and 50% of the student
body eventually transfers to pursue more advanced education in their field of
interest. Attempting to provide education in research skills to this very diverse
student body is, at best, challenging.

A comprehensive evaluation of information literacy at Delhi, conducted in 1998,
illuminated the strong need for a true information literacy program. While over
fifty courses offered at Delhi include some type of research component, few
programs could provide any real evidence that research skills are explicitly
addressed in the curriculum. Five of the eight departments were assessed as
"fair" in addressing information literacy. Three were rated "poor."

The library faculty at Delhi created a list of concepts and skills that we deemed
the "basics" of information literacy. These were largely based on the results of
the SUNY Council of Library Director's Information Literacy Initiative. We
estimated that a curriculum to address these basics would total about seven hours
of instruction, taught by a combination of librarians and classroom faculty. But
difficult questions remained: How to integrate this instruction within a subject
focus that would be of interest to students? How to get other faculty interested in
teaching this material? and How to manage several hours of instruction for
nearly 2000 students with only three full time, (and one part-time) librarians?

After over three years
of developing content,
offering courses via
various delivery
methods, providing
faculty development,
and running multiple
publicity campaigns (to
pique the interest of
other faculty on
campus), Delhi College
is now working on a
two-pronged approach
to information literacy. Realizing the need to reach our large independent study
population, but also offer specialized, subject-specific instruction, we're pairing
information literacy with general education as well as with specialized
programs.
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Thanks to a reinvigorated general education curriculum, students in Freshman
Composition classes are now required to complete a research assignment. This
requirement has helped immeasurably in furthering our first "prong": general,
introductory-level instruction for all students. The librarians at Delhi decided to
abandon traditional bibliographic instruction for Freshman Composition and
Public Speaking classes (our heaviest users) in order to offer a series of four
linked workshops. These workshops, designed to introduce students to research
skills and tools, are each offered about 30 times per semester. The workshops,
practical and brief, include a) evaluating web sites b) searching the Web c)
exploring research topics (including finding reference materials and books), and
d) finding articles. Online resources are made available to complement this
workshop series (see http://wc.delhi.edu/library/). Included among these
resources is the SUNYConnect Information Literacy Tutorial.

Preliminary results indicate the workshops are helpful to the students who take
them, but many students simply do not attend. While some instructors require
their classes to attend one or more of these workshops, most do not. Without any
immediate ramifications for not attending, it is difficult to motivate students to
come and learn. We are therefore proposing a half-credit information literacy
course, which would be offered along with Freshman Composition (as a lab)
beginning in the fall 2001 semester. This course is based on the material taught
in our four workshops. It is hoped that by giving credit for this same material,
students will be willing to spend the time and effort on improving their
information literacy.

At the same time, our second "prong" introduces information literacy within the
context of a specialized curriculum. Library faculty have worked very closely
with the Veterinary Science department and the Hospitality Department to
design an introductory research assignment that suits the interests and needs of
the students in each program.

In the first required course in Delhi's Veterinary Science program (Animal Care),
students create a brief "client information sheet" on a topic of their choice. To
learn how to conduct the research for this assignment, students complete an
online tutorial on finding veterinary science
information. The tutorial reviews the use of
reference materials, online catalogs, indexes,
and Web guides. While using these tools,
students are asked to track their own research
process using a research log, which is
submitted to a librarian for review about
halfway through the process. All students are
also required to attend a one-hour session with
a librarian on Boolean searching using a specialized online index (AGRICOLA).

It is within the veterinary science information tutorial where we have taken the
greatest advantage of the SUNYConnect Information Literacy course. When
relevant, the tutorial points students to sections of the SUNYConnect course. In
particular, the sections on evaluating information resources, and Internet
searching are a wonderful complement to the more specialized veterinary
science research instruction. The use of these sections has saved a great deal of
course development time for Delhi librarians.

Higher-level courses in the veterinary science program build upon the basic
knowledge gained from this first-year program with more in-depth research

http://wc.delhi.edu/library/
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http://wc.delhi.edu/library/tutorial/


assignments. Importantly, every subsequent semester that this introductory
assignment is made, increasing responsibility for research evaluation and student
assistance is given to the course instructor. While it is expected that librarians
will maintain the online tutorial and conduct the workshop for the foreseeable
future, it is critical that the course instructor be primarily responsible for
managing the assignment. In this way Resnick Library will be able to expand
this type of specialized course offering.

Recently, both the Plant Science and Nursing departments have expressed strong
interest in a specialized program like those developed in the Veterinary Science
and Hospitality programs. Delhi librarians have high hopes that we will be able
to expand our specialized offerings, but it will require that course instructors
understand the need to gradually accept the responsibility for much of the
research instruction and evaluation. Online instruction, when appropriate, may
also greatly improve our ability to handle large numbers of students. The
development of additional specialized online tutorials, borrowing core skill
components from existing tutorials, like the SUNYConnect tutorial, could
benefit many SUNY programs.
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